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Happy Tails Adoption Updates
I'm sending you this message to let you know about Ruby the
red Doberman. We picked her up last Saturday knowing she was
shy. She rode so well in the car and by the time we were half
way home I was in the back seat rubbing her neck. She and I
bonded very quickly. She's super playful and loves rope toys and
tennis balls. I just can't believe how far she has come in one
week. She's a real sweetheart and fits in perfectly. Thank you for
all that you do for all of the animals. If I'm ever looking for another dog I will come to you first. I love to call her Miss Ruby
Sunshine because she lights up our lives. She's a slipper thief
too. Lil freshie!! She loves her little brother Jango too!

Princess
Ruby
Bingo
I adopted a Chihuahua/Beagle
mix puppy 5 years ago and want
to tell you she's the Queen of
the house. She has been so
much joy to the family. We
named her Princess.

I thought I'd update you on how Bingo
is doing! He made it through Christmas
and company with flying colors and is
thoroughly enjoying getting to know
his new digs & family! We love him!
Our house seemed empty after the
passing of our dog Gracie. We needed a
dog. Ann and I went to the RISPCA in
May, 2013 with a list of requirements.
The dog had to be medium to large and
be a senior like us. Jack was 12 years
old. The staff showed us around and we
came to a kennel housing a big yellow
dog who came to us and dropped his
ball in front of my wife who immediately said, “That's my dog.” We adopted
him on the spot. Best decision ever.
Jack fit right in. He has joint issues (us
too), he likes short slow walks (we do
too), and he likes low key retirement.
Jack tells us it's time to get up, it's time
to eat, time to go out, time to nap, time
to watch the news, and time to go to
bed. He is our gift from heaven. I call
him “Jack the Perfect.” Looking for a
dog? There's a perfect dog waiting for
you so adopt one.

Rascal
Jack

This is Rascal, our lovable polydactyl (front and back paws have extra
digits!). He has been part of our family since we adopted him from the
RISPCA almost 11 years ago - when he was about 12 weeks old.
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Director’s Call to Action:
By: E.J. Finocchio, D.V.M.
President, Rhode Island SPCA
For countless years, humans and animals have bonded in remarkable ways – for companionship,
for protection and for working side by side with their human counterparts in various endeavors.
Animals are welcomed into our homes; pets have become a part of our families. Unfortunately in
today’s society, despite man’s humanity, impertinence, insensitivity and cruelty are still a part of
his being.
For years, individuals and animal rights organizations have worked to offer protection for animals, advocating for laws against cruelty and neglect and to punish those who would prey on
defenseless animals.
In Rhode Island, the voices of those speaking for those who cannot speak for themselves calling for justice for animals has been
heard. Our elected officials have taken action and are sending a clear message, through the law, that animal cruelty will not be
tolerated and that those who mistreat animals will be dealt with and justice will be served.
Last year, the Animal Legal Defense Fund, in its ninth annual report, ranked Rhode Island the 9th best state in the nation regarding the breadth and strength of its animal protection laws. The 2014 U.S. Animal Protection Laws Ranking Report placed Rhode
Island second best of the New England states, behind Maine which ranked 2nd, and ahead of Massachusetts, the next-best New
England state at 13th.
On behalf of the Rhode Island Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and in the name of all humane groups, volunteers, donors and individuals who believe in the humane treatment of all creatures great and small I want to compliment the
Rhode Island General Assembly for its long-standing and continuing commitment to enacting laws to protect the welfare of
animals. In the face of so many other pressing issues in our state, our legislators have nonetheless recognized that what allegedly sets us above animals includes how we treat them.
Although Rhode Island already had many good animal protection laws in place, a number of very important laws were enacted
during the last two years that further our efforts to fight cruelty and punish those who would abuse and mistreat animals.
Many of these laws were fostered by the RISPCA in collaboration with our elected officials and the voice of the people became
law.
•

It is now a misdemeanor for any person to confine any animal in a motor vehicle which places the animal in a life
threatening or extreme health threatening situation by exposing the animal to a prolonged period of extreme heat
or cold. Under the law, any animal control officer, law enforcement officer or firefighter who has probable cause
to believe the law is being violated has the authority to enter the vehicle to rescue the animal. The misdemeanor
charge carries a punishment of imprisonment up to one year, a fine of up to $1,000, or both. The owner of the
animal is also responsible for all charges resulting from the care, medical treatment and impoundment of the animal at the agency where it is taken by the rescuing official.

•

Rhode Island law now requires that individuals convicted of or pleading to a charge of animal cruelty will be
financially responsible for all medical costs and the cost of care for those animals while in the safe haven of the
RISPCA.

•

Rhode Island now regulates the spaying and neutering of dogs and cats adopted from a licensed releasing agency.

•

It is now prohibited to require the declawing or devocalization of dogs and cats as a condition or requirement of
real estate occupancy.

•

Judges now have at their discretion the ability to prevent a person charged with animal cruelty from owning or
living in a household with a pet.

•

There are now laws specifying minimal living conditions for animals including proper shelter, sanitation and confinement constraints.

Pets seek little in return for the unconditional love they give to us. Their safety and the quality of their lives is and always will be
in our hands, and thanks to Rhode Island’s lawmakers, who have heeded to the voices of their constituents, they are in very
good hands.

Cosmo and Lilly
January 8, 2015 was a bitter cold day in Providence with the wind chill factor reported to be negative 6 degrees Fahrenheit. Despite the continuous yearly bombardment by the news media reminding pet owners to take extra precautions with their pet’s safety during adverse weather conditions, some just don’t get the message. Such was the case for Cosmo and Lilly who were left out
on an open porch of a third floor apartment. Cosmo is a 1-year-old, intact male Terrier mix with a
sparse coat of fur. Lilly is a 2-year-old, intact female Pug mix with a short coat of fur. The porch
was covered in piles of frozen droppings. The plight of the dogs was brought to the attention of
Providence Animal Control as well as both Providence Police and Fire who responded to the address to investigate the complaint by a very reliable source. No one was present at the address for
a minimum of a two hour period and, due to the extreme temperatures that endangered the dogs,
force entry was implemented to secure the dogs. The dogs were examined by a veterinarian and
turned over to the RISPCA for further follow up of the case. The owner was contacted and met
with RISPCA representatives on January 14, 2015 to discuss the alleged negligence. RIGL 4-1-2
states that failure to provide adequate shelter in extreme weather conditions that may be detrimental to the health and well being of an animal is a violation of the law. What made the case
speculative in charging the owner was that the veterinary examination did not reveal any detrimental health effects as a result of the exposure. Due to this finding we knew we would have a
difficult time getting a conviction as this particular law reads. Our next step was to inform the
owner we would go forward with charges of animal neglect unless she freely agreed to relinquish
the dogs to the RISPCA. At first, the owner objected but after emotional contemplation she made
the decision to do so in the best interest of the dogs. Although there may be some who disagree
with our decision, we felt that it was also in the best interest of the dogs to secure them, provide
them with a safe haven and find good
homes for them rather than go
through a long drawn out court case
whereby the dogs would most likely
have to be kept at the shelter until the
case was adjudicated.

Cosmo

Before

After

Cosmo and Lilly were neutered and
spayed, brought up to date on all vaccinations and adopted out to loving
homes a day apart. We wish them
Happy Tails...
After
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Justice Served
On September 23, 2012, the Providence Police responded to a report of domestic violence. The victim, who had
recently separated from her boyfriend, visited the apartment they shared to gather her belongings and her
3-month-old Chihuahua puppy. Upon entering the apartment, the victim noticed her dog lying apparently deceased on the living room floor. Unknown to her, her ex-boyfriend was in the apartment and confronted her with
some force. The victim was able to escape, but while fleeing the apartment Luis Laboy picked up the dead puppy
and began throwing it at her as she descended the stairs. Mr. Laboy followed outside and proceeded to throw the
puppy at her and at the car several times as she drove away. Police found the dead puppy on the sidewalk outside the house. Upon inspection of the apartment, police found the victim’s cell phone damaged, clothing destroyed and blood
splattered on the walls of the apartment and staircase. Further investigation found blood stains on the victim’s car. The victim
stated in a police report that prior to leaving her home on September 23, 2012, her 3-month-old puppy was alive and well. Mr.
Laboy was apprehended by Glocester Police and transferred to Providence Police where he was charged with simple assault, malicious mischief and malicious injury to or killing of an animal, (RIGL 4-1-5).
At the request of the Providence Police, the RISPCA performed a necropsy on the puppy on September 27, 2012. The results revealed extensive bruising subcutaneously and an extensive full thickness skull fracture as a result of blunt force trauma. There
were no underlying medical issues that would have contributed to the puppy’s death other than the blunt force trauma to the
head region.
Mr. Laboy was arraigned in 6th District Court on March 19, 2013. After 14 pre-trial conferences from April 15, 2013 to January 27,
2014, the case went to trial on May 1, 2014 in the Superior Court of Rhode Island. A jury of his peers returned a verdict of guilty
on all counts based on the facts presented to them over a three day trial. Testimony provided by the RISPCA concerning the necropsy report and cause of death was extremely helpful in the case.
Judge Netti C.Vogel sentenced Mr. Laboy to 2 years of incarceration at the Adult Correctional Institute, batterer’s intervention,
100 hours of community service and a no contact order with the victim.
The RISPCA feels that justice was served and wishes to credit Assistant Attorney General, Kim Ahern who prosecuted the case, and
the Providence Police Department for their involvement with this case.

Adopting a Senior Pet
Pets are given up by their owners to the Rhode Island SPCA for a variety of reasons. We can only imagine how hard the decision to
give up a pet must be, but it is always difficult for us to see a loveable family pet brought in to the shelter through no fault of their
own. It is even more heartbreaking when a senior pet is relinquished. Rather than living out their golden years with the family
they have been with for their whole life, they must suddenly adapt to the unfamiliar environment of the shelter where they are
surrounded by strangers.
Senior pets usually spend a longer time at the shelter compared to younger animals as it can be difficult to find someone to adopt
an older animal. We are always so thankful for the people who find room in their hearts to adopt a senior pet, allowing them to
live out the rest of their days in a loving home. Here are some “Happy Tails” of senior pets who came to the Rhode Island SPCA
and found great new homes.

Jade
About 3 months ago, we drove an hour to meet a beautiful girl who was 10
years old and now at the shelter. After the meet and greet, we knew we had
to bring her home...It feels like Jade has been ours for a long time. Although
it was reported that she had frequent accidents in the house, she has never
had one since coming to live with us. We have to make her slow down and
rest as she is a bundle of energy even though she is a senior dog. She greets
us at the door, tail wagging and bringing us a surprise (usually one of her
toys). We love her tremendously and we think she feels the same. She is
also willing to share her bed with our cats. Our vacation plans now also include the question, do they take pets? Thank you for posting her so we
could love another dog again. We thought it would be hard once we lost our
furry family members months earlier. We hope anyone who is contemplating adopting a senior loved one, takes a chance. It's well worth it.

Jade

Shayna
We received this picture via the good ole fashion postal
service from Shayna's new mom. She says “Shayna is doing
well and has adjusted to her new surroundings and her
new friends. She wants me to thank all of you for the wonderful care you gave to her while she was a guest at the
shelter. She is the sweetest cat!” We here at RISPCA are
ALL so happy for Shayna. It takes special people to adopt
senior pets and we want to say THANK YOU for giving her
your loving home!

Molly
Molly was born on Valentines Day, 2013. The person
who bought her from a local breeder had enough with a
vivacious 8 week old Golden Doodle puppy and turned
her into the RISPCA one week after buying her. I lost my
dog Marvin four years prior and never imagined having
another dog let alone a 9 week old puppy. Fast forward
two years and Molly is my sweetheart and accompanies
me to work everyday greeting everyone who visits the
RISPCA...

Chloe

Chloe

Molly

We are happy to report that this sweet
buttercup, Chloe, is doing super well in
her new home! Her new owners say,
"She loves to follow me around the
house and sit at my feet. We can't believe how calm and happy she has
been. She is an absolute sweetheart.
Thank you!!!"

Molly

Sally
Sally is only 5 months old and has already saved a life. Her owner has had a checker board past with the law and with life itself.
On July 28, 2003, at the age of 22, he became a paraplegic confined to a wheel chair for the rest of his life as a result of an automobile accident in which he was a passenger. His life changed forever that day. Two years after the accident his young daughter
gave him a Yorkshire terrier named Buddy who filled a void in his life that few others could. Recently, Sally, who is Buddy’s
daughter, came into his life and stole his heart. I asked him what Sally meant to him and he stated, “I live for Sally, she is more
than family to me and it is hard to explain to someone the true meaning of unconditional love which she gives me.”
On January 19th, while Sally was bolting down a flight of stairs she injured her left hind
leg. He was refused treatment due to finances and sought help through the Marvin Fund
at the Rhode Island SPCA. After Sally was examined at the RISPCA it was thought she had a
fractured femur and arrangements were made to have her treated at the DightonRehoboth Animal Hospital. The initial diagnosis was confirmed radiographically and Sally
was operated on the same day. The fracture was such that she needed to be strictly confined so that the internal stabilization would not break down. She will be cared for by two
RISPCA staff members until she can return home and her owner can provide her with the
care she needs.
Only because of those who support the Marvin Fund were we able to help Sally and her
owner. Many of us may not know the impact a loving pet can have on our lives especially
to those like Sally’s owner…
Your donation to the Marvin Fund will enable us to provide help when no one else will.

Sally

Donations in memory of…
Sadie and Barkalee from Richard and Cynthia Loomis
Frances T. Kreutel, from Kuni Johnson
Lola from Roberta Capuano
Victor and Marion McKenna
Ruffian from Gayle and John Carnevale
Ronald Ferland from Nancy Landini
Bandit Guinen from Margaret Guinen
Big Joe and Coco
Beebo and Elway from Ann Bissonette
Kiara from Hilda Elliott
Toby from Bea Robinson
Molly from Ray and Mary Ball
Zizi from Pam Hartnett
Babes and Heidi from Trudy Carey
Zizi from Betty and Earl Boisclair
Abby from Margaret O’Keefe
Bowie, Minnie, Henry and Charlotte from Al Gomes
Brooklyn Buddy from Anita Cordeiro
Gizmo Marie from Bud and Cindy McConaghy
Baby from Gregory and Nancy Phillips
Bandit and Reagan from Dolores Lamiroy
Bella Esposito from John and Paula Esposito
Marlie and Nicky from Agnes King
André from John Duhamel
Yoyo from Frank DiLorenzo
Toby Brown from Joan Clarke
William Chappell from Carole Skeffington
Lexi from Gabe deMoura
Dora from William and Nancy Mende
Aline Augaitis from John Augaitis
Danny from Catherine Clarkson

Suzie from Joan D’Angelo
Becky from Jean Tierney
Jessie from Ruth and John Comello
Brady from Eileen Fitzpatrick
Dewey from Deborah Hilton
Deborah Kendrick from Beth Kendrick
Dickens, Babe and ET from Bob and Susan Nevins
Pumpkin from Linda Amore
Michael LaRocca from John LaRocca
Corky, Peachy, Bear, Dixie, Casey, Riley, Patrick, and Daisy
from Mary Ann Tuttle
Sassi from John and Gloria Medeiros
Coffee the Pomeranian, Prince and Scamp the Beagles and my
12 cats from Mary S. Farias
Muffet, Muffen and Tiger from Robert and Norma Doeg
The most Honorable Nikki Naganakki from Bob Cesario
Shasha, Shadow, Jessie and Snoopy from Susan Auger
Boomie from Karen and Stanley Oshepsky
Bandit from Kimberly and Joseph Pimentel
Joachim from Albert Cuillo and Mary Ann Sorrentino
Carly from Ellen Kellner
Katie from Ellen L. Keene
Buddy from Eduardo Carvalho
Griffin from the Woellner’s
Zeke from Elizabeth Coutu
Blitzen from Elizabeth Story
Bambi from Carol DeCosta
Nikita from Margaret O’Keefe
Dolly from Jacqueline Tassone
Meaghan and Daisy from Fanny Wells
Bugsy from Gail Chirdon

Harley from Clinton and Janet Wynne
Mary Bruno from Joann Bugajski
Dusty from David Silva
Zeus O’Dell from Sharon Belisle
Molly Sheehan from Mary Sheehan
Bode Miller from Kate Garabedian
Little Ben from Alfred and Carol Ayala
Trot from Kathy Dickinson
Kobi from Ivy Marwi
Grigio Rosa Samuels from Robin Bigalke
Salty Parsons from Judith Gobble
Minnie from Trung Doan
William from Elizabeth Taylor and Martin Dever
Davison and Willie from Bill Higginson and Ramona Mitris
Sheeba from Mona, Bill and Emma Iacovino
Socks, Boo and Theresa from Lorraine Kaine
Tizzie from Malcom and Mary Gray
Blackie from Elizabeth D’Oddio
Barca from Megan Douglas
Dixie from Stephen Rappoport
Sylvia Hope Morse from Beverley Ward
Jo-Ellen Tramontana from Jennifer Tramontana
Buddha and Annie from Robert Romano
Rumper Hopkins-Oliva from Robin Bigalke
Ruby from Mary Catherine Armstrong
Woody and Boots from Chuck and Loreen Robbins
Lilabelle from Sally Worrall
Bailey from Elaine Webber
Bear Almeida from Karen Stearns

“If tears could build a stairway and memories a lane. I’d walk right up to heaven and bring you home again.”
Amazon Smile
Amazon donates 0.5% of the price of your eligible Amazon Smile purchases to the
charitable organization of your choice. Amazon Smile is an easy way to support
the Rhode Island SPCA, at no cost to you. Simply go to smile.amazon.com and
shop as you normally would. At checkout, choose the Rhode Island Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals as the charity you’d like to support. You’ll find
the same products, prices and shopping experience as amazon.com, with the
added bonus of helping the animals at the RISPCA!

Donations in honor of...
Kristine, Myra, Elwood and Dolley from Kuni Johnson
Grace and Griffen from Kuni Johnson
Sam and Muffin from Dolores Berube
Marge from Wendy D’Amico
Bea Robinson from Yvonne Faille
Fergus Finn from Maurine Daw
Henry and Sarah Tonole from Ann and Joseph Anesta
Katherine Dickinson from Maggie Mae Dickinson
Sandy and John Barone from Carol and Bob Bick
Philip and Anne Simmons from Linda Silva
Linda Spencer from Jeffrey Spencer
Dr. Finocchio from Jane Nelson
Marty from Stacey Budz
Sheba from Alice Marchessault
Seth and Cale from Andrea Gardiner
Dudley from Roseanna Harrington
Paula Salvo from Eugenia and Donna Read
Opal Sgro from Sara Sgro
Cecil and Mitzi from Edward and Maryanne Mulholland
Fred and Louie from Corliss Damian
Bobbie from Heather Cunningham-Welch
Chrissy Raciti from Ida Farnworth
Jack from Diane, Edie, Pat, Glen and Jane

Richard Plouffe from Betty Hoague
Dr. Milton Hamolsky from Sandra Hamolsky
Bella from Gail Chirdon
Diana from Paula DeSaulnier
Claire and Merlin from Jennifer Hosmer and Bradley Miller
Stella from Claire Clarke
Miss Bonnie Baker from Earl Baker
Ray and Mary Ball from Kathy Dickinson
Beatrice Turek Robinson from Brenda Rappoport
Dr. Janice M. Kizirian from Ann Frank
Jessica Watson from Alex Smith
Clifford Bodge from Patricia Wilhelm
Peanut Berman from Jerianne Berman
Scott, Cheryl, Andrew, Alex & Ali Bergemann
from Deborah Carr
Bob and Jean Motta from Lynn Smiley
Michael Stone from Andrea and Chris Mote
Samuel Ridout from Jeannie Erickson
Maddie Klein and Jack Breetveld from Sydney Crystal
Philip & Anne Simmons from James White
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Coutu from Jennifer Powel
Christina Caldwell from Dan McCormick
Macy from Linda Weisinger

Anthony Barricelli from Gayle Marricelli
Patches from Marisa Furia
Brian Gough and David Price from Holly Wigell
Albert Baker from Jeremy Baker
Talcum from Timothy Ashton
Talcolm from Yvette Haughney
Jayla Ann Whiley from Deanna Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Ron and Lisa Picerne from Todd Seaback
Betsy Shea-Taylor from Jane Masters
Sherri Mercurio from Dana D’Orsi
Caroline Taylor from Dana Masterson
Jennifer Medeiros and Daniel Vieira's Wedding
Mikey Bruzzi from Heidi Terezakis
Nan Proscia from Claudette Moniz
Olivia Picard from Laura Kennedy
Liz Cox from Lauren Latessa
Summer Rain Anthony from Tracy Johnson
Larry Hannon & Al Pannone from Christopher Hannon
Duke, Dakota and Sambuca from Elizabeth Casey
Dylan from Richard Silvestri
Kingston from Paul Whittaker
Mr. & Mrs. Walter England from Cassandra Thompson

We would like to express our gratitude to the following individuals & organizations who continue to support the RISPCA:
ABC 6 News
AeJee Booth
All Paws on Deck Pet Salon
Animal Print Magazine
Anthony Moretti
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Beautiful Beginnings Child Care Center
Brady and Baleigh Tuchon
Carl DiSanto
Carl Mattson
Champlin Foundation
Delmyra Counrty Club for Cats and Dogs
Denise Anthony
Destinee and David DelBonis
Dickinson Family
Dighton-Rehoboth Animal Hospital
Don Mattera
Doug Stuchel
Mrs. Davids
Dr. Lisa Goldstein
Dr. Michael Bruzzi
Dr. Scott Marshall
Elinor Paterson Foundation
Emma Geary
Erminia Santilli
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
FM Global
Frank Addessi
Frank Fiorenzano
Fur Kidz Mobile Pet Grooming
Gino Rebussini
Greater Providence Board of Realtors
Handsome Dan’s Rescue
Hannah Carey

Hartford Muffler and Brake—Johnston, RI
Heather Gersten
Heaven Scent Grooming
Island Foundation
Janci Foundation
Jason Feit
Jean Carlson
John Manzi
Johnson and Wales University
Karl Martone
Kent Heights Elementary School
Lincoln Middle School
Lite Rock 105
Little Family Foundation
Madison Cabral
Maggiacomo Insurance
Marilyn Walsh
Meadowbrook Farms School
Meehan Family
Mrs. Diane Gravel
Mrs. Simpson’s 4th Grade Class—the Wheeler School
Muriel Zuckerberg
Muriel Yanovitch
Nick Makris
Nina Fortier
North Paws Veterinary Center
Office of the RI Attorney General
Olivia Picard
Olympus Group Management
Paul Arakelian
Patt Bowman
Ponaganset Middle School
Randy Osga
Ransom Family

Rhode Island Foundation
RI Local Magazine
RI State Veterinarian’s Office
RISPCA Volunteers
RISPCA Board of Directors
Ron Walker
Routhier Foundation
Russ and Ellen Flock
Rue Landry Photography
Rustigian Rugs
Sandra MacDonald
Scituate Animal Hospital
Silver Lake Beer & Wine Supply
Sovereign Bank—Newport Ave
St. Luke’s School Student Council
Steve Cascione
Steve Ciambrone
Sweet Binks Rabbit Rescue
TD Bank
Terrie O’Toole
The Amica Companies
The Bay Magazine
The Fleming Family
The Homeless Animal Helpers
The Oliver Fund—Rhode Island Foundation
Tommy’s Pizza—Cranston, RI
Tropical Fish Society of Rhode Island
United Way of Rhode Island Donors
UnShelter Me
Up Country, Inc.
Walter and Wanda McLaughlin
Ward, Fisher & Company
West Greenwich Animal Hospital
Westminster Pet Products, RI Textile Co.

Jester
This is Jester a 4-year old brindle, male Pit Bull who has spent 3 of his 4 years in a
5 x 8 kennel at a municipal shelter basically as a prisoner for doing nothing wrong.
As luck would have it, he ended up at the RISPCA after the shelter he was in shut
down. Jester was found to be the product of his situation, basically stuck in unruly
adolescent mode. He was overly excitable, pushy and grabby with toys, jumpy and
had very little idea what do when on leash. He has had no experience with any
kind of basic training. Due to prolonged incarceration and little human interaction
and normal stimulation his behavior worsened over time and he had a difficult
time being adopted and needed a little extra help.
UnShelter Me, a private non-profit organization asked to help Jester after hearing
his story. They put together a training plan, assembled a team of trainers and volunteers to provide extra exercise and additional enrichment. This will be a huge
challenge. We will follow Jester's story and let you know how he progresses in
future newsletters. We wish them the best of luck...
Jester

National Animal Control and Humane Officer Academy
The RISPCA is proud to announce that we will be the host agency for a National Animal Control and Humane Officer Academy
March 16-20, 2015. The academy is sponsored by an organization called Code 3 Associates which is based out of Longmont, Colorado. Code 3 Associates was started in 1985 and has been providing much needed training for animal welfare and law enforcement officers throughout the country. They have grown to a staff of 16 instructors and cover a variety of topics including disaster
response, equine cruelty investigation, technical animal rescue, big useful livestock lessons, swift water rescue and ice rescue.
Thus far, over 22 Rhode Island animal control officers have registered for the academy which consists of a 40-hour curriculum on
such topics as basic animal identification, animal capture techniques, search and seizure, safety and survival in the field, investigative report writing and many more. Upon the completion of three, 40-hour modules, the officer will obtain a national certification as an animal control officer and animal cruelty investigator. The RISPCA has been a strong advocate for training and education and we are pleased to offer these resources to our local animal control and law enforcement agencies.
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Upcoming Rhode Island SPCA Events
Annual Hearts & Paws Pasta Dinner: Friday, March 20, 2015. Tickets are $15 each and sell-out
weeks in advance every year. Contact Jim at jmcgee@rispca.com for more info.
Pitter Patter of Tiny Paws Baby Kitten and Puppy Shower: Saturday, March 28, 2015 at the
Rhode Island SPCA. Help us raise funds and supplies for the kittens and puppies at the shelter.
Kitten Foster Care Training: Saturday, March 28, 2015. Interested in being a foster parent for
baby kittens? Come to our foster care training! Contact Lisa at lisal@rispca.com for more info.
Rehabilitating Rescue Dogs: Saturday, April 11, 2015. Training for those interested in providing
foster homes for adult dogs that need socialization and training or were brought to the RISPCA
through a cruelty investigation.
Horse Ride Fundraiser: Sunday, May 3, 2015 at Goddard State Park (Rain Date: Saturday, May 9th).
Marvin Memorial Walk for the Animals: Saturday, August 29, 2015 at Goddard State Park.

